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PURPOSE OF THE STSM:
The main objective behind the “Web Portal Development” STSMs is to prepare the Textlink Web
Portal which will ultimately provide a various search, visualization and dissemination capabilities
for researchers. The current STSM constituted the second phase and specifically aimed to develop
the existing portal further by giving access to aligned TED-Multilingual Discourse Bank(TED-MDB)
annotations as well as providing access to dictionary of connectives available in DimLex format.
Firstly, the portal aims to enable multi-lingual linguistic investigation on discourse level through
aligned tokens. Through the web portal users will be able to access the annotations in any
language available (German, Russian, Polish, Portuguese, Turkish) and their counterparts in
English. That is, STSM aims to enable researchers to see how discourse relations covering the
same discourse units are realized in different languages.
Secondly, in order to extend the usability of the web portal with more detailed linguistic information
such as syntactic structure, part-of- speech tags, dependency parses, word senses or DRD
specific information, readily available DimLex lexicons are linked to the web-portal.

DESCRIPTION OF WORK CARRIED OUT DURING THE STSM
Firstly, in order to build the web site, an Ubuntu Server 16.04 was launched in a virtual instance at
Amazon Web Services (AWS). Then, in order to resolve the problems that have been encountered
during the first STSM, the currently available facilities of the web-site is re-implemented using the
Jingo Framework(Version 1.11.6,
http://www.djangoproject.com/) (The first version was
implemented using Drupal 8). In order to implement the desired functionalities, Python, MYSQL,
JavaScript (and JQuery), AJAX and HTML are used.
In order to display information of the existing DimLex lexicons, a dynamic link between connectivelex.info and the web portal is created. Therefore, the portal is able to fetch information from the
connective-lex.info on-demand in order to ensure the consistency between two web-sites.

As for, multilingual part, aligned tokens in two TED-MDB talks are uploaded the portal’s
database. Currently, the annotations are aligned between language pairs X-ENG (where X is
German, Russian, Polish, Portuguese, Turkish).
Specifically via the multi-lingual mode, users can
• Access the aligned tokens of TED-MDB directly as the annotations are uploaded
the databases permanently.
• Filter the annotations in any language using the the search options which are also
available for monolingual mode (basically, users can filter the annotations according
to its sense (and/or) connective (and/or) type).
• Retrieve all corresponding relations in the target language.
• Automatically highlight the corresponding annotation in the target language when a
token is selected in the source language.
Thanks to the DimLex mode, users can
• access the senses conveyed by the selected connective
• access the frequencies regarding how many times each sense is conveyed by the
selected connective
• (If available in DimLex lexicon for that language), access the meta-data such as
part-of- speech tags, orthographic variants of the selected connective
Additionaly, appendix contains detailed desciprtion of the up-to-date situation of the web portal
which is the outcome of the current STSM.

CONCLUSION
In summary, during the STSM, the existing web-portal is re-implemented using a more flexible
framework (Django). Then, portal is enriched with multi-lingual mode which enables cross
linguistics investigation on discourse level as well as with a DimLex module which provides detailed
information regarding the discourse connectives.
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Introduction

This paper introduces the TextLink Web Portal - an online web service for searching discourseannotated text, that stands as one of the promised outcomes of the TextLink Cost action1 . As
implemented, the portal serves two purposes: (1) to enable researchers to display and filter discourse annotations according various parameters2 and then, if desired, download the resulting
set; (2) to provide access to the growing multi-lingual TED-MDB corpora, allowing researchers to
examine cross-lingual parallel discourse annotation. As a web service, the TextLink Web portal
requires no installation and is easy to master, yet it is capable of performing complex queries. The
rest of the paper explains its capabilities in detail.
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TextLink Web Portal

The TextLink Web Portal is being developed as a publicly available web-site for examining, annotating and summarizing discourse annotation in either monolingual text or parallel cross-lingual
bi-texts.
Currently, the portal has four sections:
• Home: The home page contains links to other pages of the web portal as well as to the main
web site of TextLink. Users can also download sample files and the user manual from the
home page.
• Upload Annotations: This page allows users to upload text files and their (stand-off) discourse
annotation, on which they want to perform searches. Users can access this page any time they
want to upload additional files. When uploading files, users should indicate the language of
the annotations so that, whenever necessary, portal can retrieve information from the relevant
DIMLex corpora.
• Search (Monolingual): This page allows users to display their annotations and filter them
through various search options. Section 2.1 gives a detailed description of the search page.
• TED-MDB Search (Multilingual): This page hosts aligned annotation of files from the TEDMDB, to allow researchers to make cross-lingual comparison in discourse level annotations
among the covered languages (see Section 2.2).
In the near future, we plan to implement an online annotator, similar to the PDTB annotator3 ,
where users can upload new text files and annotate their discourse relations without having to
have a local copy of the PDTB annotator. In addition to existing abilities of PDTB annotator,
the online annotator will be able to provide information regarding annotated tokens based on the
previous annotations and (where available) DimLex lexicons.
1 www.textlink.ii.metu.edu.tr
2 Currently, portal only accepts annotations produced by either PDTB Annotator(Lee et al., 2016) or
DATT(Aktaş, Bozsahin, & Zeyrek, 2010)
3 http://www.seas.upenn.edu/ pdtb/annotator.html
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2.1
2.1.1

Monolingual Search
User Interface

The user interface consists of the following three main blocks (Figure 1):
• Search panel : The search panel resides on the top of the page. It allows a user to select
annotation files, determine the search parameters and, provided that a connective is selected,
display the list of the senses conveyed by the selected connective using connective-lex.
• Annotation list: The list on the left-hand side presents all annotation tokens for the file
being searched. The list is updated when a user selects another file or performs a search.
The selected annotation token becomes highlighted on the text. In the list, each annotation
is represented with the discourse connective, if any, along with the type of the relation and
the senses, if any, it conveys.
• Text Panel : The main panel displays the text file which was annotated. When an annotation
is selected, it automatically scrolls to the annotation.

Figure 1: A screenshot of the TextLink Web Portal search page

2.1.2

Search Facilities

The portal offers various filtering options. The search can be performed via interface without
needing to write any SQL queries. The search options are listed below:
• Sense Search: One can search for tokens with a particular sense or senses by selecting them
from the drop-down menu or typing or typing them in. Users can select as many senses as
they want. The selected senses are combined by or, meaning that all relations which involve
at least one of the selected senses will be included in the result set.
Furthermore, as it is not uncommon for a discourse relation to convey two senses simultaneously, users can specify two senses, as well as how they should be combined using the
operator menu. There are two possible operator, ‘and’– ‘not’. When the latter is selected,
all the relations conveying the first sense but not the second one are retrieved.
• Type Search: Users can specify the type of the relation they want by selecting the check-boxes
provided. Users can select as many check-boxes as they want.
• Connective Search: Finally, users can filter the annotations according to the discourse connective they possess. Users can select as many connective as they want by either typing or
2

using the drop down list. Although PDTB anchors implicit discourse relations to a connective, which is referred as ‘implicit connective ’, the connective search is limited to Explicit
and AltLex relations, as insertion of implicit connectives is prone to inconsistency.
All search parameters can be combined. That is, users can perform searches of the following kind: retrieve all ‘Explicit’ relations which convey an ‘Expansion’ sense but ‘not’ any of the
‘Temporal ’ senses via the connective ‘and ’.
For the time being, although users can upload as many files as they want, search can be
performed on only one file at a time. However, we plan to extend this so that the specified search
criteria will be applied to all the files uploaded.
Finally, the annotations uploaded by users are only stored in the portal during their session.
That is, the portal does not store any files permanently, in order to provide confidentiality to users.
Therefore, anyone can use the portal without risking their annotations to be publicized without
their permission.
2.1.3

Download Facility

Portal enables users to download their search results for further processing. The results can be
saved in the original file format (e.g. pipe delimited file) or as a CSV file. The difference is, CSV
file contains text spans rather than byte spans (or XML tags, as in the case of DATT), rendering
the results more readable, as well as suitable to process with office tools such as Excel. On the
other hand, anyone who wishes to further process the results through the portal (or the Annotator
where the annotations are prepared) can save them in the original pipe-delimited format.
2.1.4

DIMLex Facility

The TextLink Web Portal also incorporates available DIMLex-style lexicons through the connectivelex web-site4 . Briefly, connective-lex provides an interface to perform search on available DIMLex
corpora. Among others, connective-lex provides the list of the senses conveyed by any given connective. In the portal, when a user performs a search containing a connective , portal displays
that list on the search page enabling to compare between the annotations included in the result set
and all possible senses conveyed by the given connective according to DIMLex. Portal periodically
retrieves DIMLex files from connective-lex through its API in order to avoid any inconsistency
between two sites.

2.2

Multilingual Search (TED-MDB)

TED-MDB is a multilingual corpus of TED-talks, annotated in the style of the PDTB, currently
covering six languages (English, European Portuguese, German, Polish, Russian, Turkish). Recently, the discourse relations of two talks in each language have been aligned with respect to
English through semi-automatic means. Multilingual search option of the portal enables to access
aligned tokens of the TED-MDB corpus.
A sample view of the page is provided in Figure 2. The search options are the same as those
of monolingual search; however, there are two text panels where the rightmost one always displays
the English tokens. Users can select among the languages and the files using the drop-down menus
in the File/Language menu. Only the tokens in the selected language are filtered, as it is likely that
aligned tokens convey different senses or may be of different types across languages. Whenever, a
token is selected on the left annotation list, its English counterpart, if any, is automatically selected
and highlighted.
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Implementation Details

The portal currently resides on a Amazon EC2 server. The server-side logic is implemented using Django Framework(Version 1.11.6, http://www.djangoproject.com/) making use of Structured
Query Language (SQL) in order to retrieve the desired annotation tokens from the databases. All
queries are generated automatically from the user’ selections via interface. The interfaces, which
are referred as templates in Django, are coded in HyperText Markup Language (HTML) with
JavaScript, including AJAX, in order to provide necessary functionality.
4 http://connective-lex.info/
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Figure 2: A screenshot of the TextLink Web Portal TED-MDB search page
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